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Welcome back luminary we have a big week ahead of us. Not only are we still sitting in the
reverse motion of two personal planets, Venus and Mercury. Now next week we have a lot of
things going on with our first full moon of 2022 and cancer. Our nodes the lunar nodes shifting
from the Gemini Sagittarius axes into the Taurus, Scorpio axes, Uranus retrograde ends and
then the Sun moves into Aquarius. It's a big one. Tune in Welcome to the savvy luminary
podcast astrology for entrepreneurs. I'm your host, Leslie Tagorda, creator of the Astro brand
method, business astrologer, grand designer, author and Aquarius boss woman, I help
visionaries spiritual entrepreneurs and impact makers like you illuminate and amplify your
unique star powers. So you can be the luminary you were born to be. Welcome back luminary.
Thank you so much for joining me for today's business star cast. There's a lot of things going on
next week. But I do hope that you are deciding and choosing to embody the archetypal
energies of Venus still in retrograde and mercury that just went retrograde and your lives and
businesses. You know, when I hear people getting really frustrated or seeing that they're
having such a hard time with Mercury Retrograde, I asked them well, have you been working
with the energy or have you been working against the energy working with a Mercury
Retrograde is rethinking redoing V organizing and resetting. So that means like slowing down
and not trying to push so hard, it's really a time to revision and rethink what you want to create
in the future. And because we're still in that Venus retrograde, you I hope at this point of this
Venus retrograde cycle, since we're past that midway point of it, that you've got to pretty clear
on the values that you want to bring in for more self care and self responsibility, self
accountability, and really strategic strategizing your focus in your business and Venus about
values and attraction in Capricorn. So again, what are your values because I know your values
have shifted, if you haven't really figured out yet what values have shifted and how you want to
then reprioritize that in your business, you still have some time to the harness and because
that is the energy available to us all. Remember that we are looking at the business starcast
the the weather the barometer of the cosmic cycles that we as a collective get to play with, it's
not so that we can like run into fear or try to avoid because you know that the more you avoid,
the more things are going to catch up with you, you never fully run away from them. Instead,
it's about preparing and choosing to work with the energy at hand. Right? If you know it's going
to rain, I remember telling this to somebody the other day, if you know it's gonna rain, you're
not going to go wear your suede shoes or your suede jacket out there, you're going to put on

your rain boots, you're going to grab your umbrella, and you're going to put out your watering
containers. So you can get some nitrogen rich water for your house plants, right, you're going
to take advantage of the opportunity. So just with that same idea of like the actual weather and
nature cycles, the cosmic weather in the cosmic cycles, that business starcast where we get to
work with the stars instead of having a disaster against the stars, not that it's going to be a
total disaster if you work against the stars. But, you know, why do we have to work so hard, it
doesn't need to be all pain, no gain. That is not it if you if we've learned anything, from bucking
the trends or hustle, we know that the more relaxed, the more ease that we are, the more in
flow that we can be and that we can work and grow. Right? We don't think about a plant or a
little tulip that's coming out of the ground, at least where I live in California. Tulips are already
pushing up out of the ground, and they don't struggle. They're not like working really hard. Like
I got to get out of the ground. You know, it's like, ah, the sun is there. I'm going to trust and
work and grow with ease. And so we get to all choose to do that when we work with the cosmic
weather. Before I dive into the big Astrology of the week, I just wanted to share this one story.
You know, like again, I I've been having so many one on one Astro brand readings at this
beginning part of the year. And it just warms my heart because I love the one on one
interaction, there's just so many things that we can work on. And it also teaches me a lot when
I'm doing these one on one interactions, because I'm learning myself how I can fall into my
traps of getting in the weeds and like trying to fix all of the things, when people are not
necessarily coming to me, they're coming to Me for guidance, but they're not necessarily
coming to me to fix every little thing. And, you know, my over giving self wants to try to fix
everything. But I was really reminded this week and I had a conversation with an astro brand,
session, a client, such a lovely person who was completely stuck in the, I don't know, and I've
been stuck for like yours in this place of I don't know, I remember a time in my business where I
would have just this massive to do list and I would be completely paralyzed. And I would just
kind of run away, I would go watch Netflix, or I would just maybe sit at my computer, like
reading the news or Facebook and like doing just avoiding the things that I had to do because I
was just completely stuck in the I don't know. And so when this client came to me just
completely stuck in this place of I don't know, you know, I went straight to that fix it mode,
because I know how painful that I don't know is. And as I was looking at her chart, I felt myself
kind of like pushing up against her, she has a lot of fixed energy, she actually has like a T
square, a T squares when you have a planetary alignment where there's planets sitting across
from each other in the chart, kind of like a full moon. And then there's another planet at a pivot
point at a 45 degree angle. So it looks like it's creating like a half a square or a 90 degree
triangle. And an astrology is called a T square. And this client T square was in fixed energy,
Aquarius, Taurus and Scorpio. She had these like pig energies in this T square. And she kept on
saying I don't know. And I felt myself kind of just like, energetically rub up against her at the
beginning. I don't know it was coming against me like I was trying to fix things. But not like I
was just I was noticing this energy kind of builds because I was saying, Wow, I just don't
understand. Because everything in your chart points to knowing if you have a lot of fixed
energy, Aquarius, Taurus, Scorpio, and Leo, I didn't name those things right in the right order.
But each of those elements fire with Leo, Taurus with Earth, Aquarius, with air and water with
Scorpio, those fixed energies, they just know. It's not that they can't make any changes. But
they need to have this really, like be super, super convinced to make a change because they
know. And so when I kept on asking the questions of my client, she just kept on saying, I don't
know, I don't know, I think I think and I could hear her voice just kind of lose energy, there was
no power in her voice. And for whatever reason that kind of like the, the giving away your
power that kind of like not empowering yourself or your voice was a little bit triggering for me.
And so I pushed her a little bit more, until I finally like locked myself out of that place of the
weeds and trying to fix it. And I was like, Okay, wait, this is this is now me, like, what am I
doing? And it's like, caught myself. And so I started talking to her about some of the things that

brought bring her joy, because there is like this fifth house element that was going there. And
she's like, well, you know, in my home life, I really know. And when I'm in the garden, I know
like, I know how to take care of my family. I know what to do in the garden. And this person is a
Pisces rising. And I was like, ah, that's where it started to occur to me. And she started talking
about these ideas of like these pockets of joy. I say, Ooh, pockets of joy. And I was like, let's
let's dig into these pockets of joy. And so she started sharing with me that when she's with her
family, she knows exactly what her children and her family needs. When she's in her garden
tending to her flowers in her vegetable. She knows exactly what the vegetables need. And I
have this vision of her with her Pisces rising because she's very also very, very spiritual. All of
our fixed energies were also in the water houses. And, and I could just sense her like overriding
her intuition in her business, but not overriding her intuition when she was in her her pockets of
joy at home and in her garden. And I said I have this vision of you in your garden. You're like
You're like on your knees and you're like feeling the soil and you're communicating in your own
unique way with the soil. and plants. And I just have the sense that you have this ability to
know exactly what needs to happen at that right time and how to nourish your plants and what
they need. And if they, if it's ready to plant or if it's ready to fertilize, if it's ready to water, if it's
not getting all this download of information, and she's like, Well, yeah, it's really easy in my
garden or with my family, like I just know. And her voice change was like, facts that I know I'm
looking for. And so we started digging in a little bit with her with her business. And we started
placing that metaphor because remember that Pisces energy is a Pisces rising in Pisces is the
ability to almost take yourself out of a situation and put yourself in. So that kind of dream state
and that metaphor state. So we did this visualization where we were focusing in her and her
business, like a garden, and I had her like, do this visualization where instead of placing her
hands in the soil of an actual garden, I had her place her hands in the soil of her business, and
imagine all these different parts of her business as the different garden patches. And before
you know it, she was really tapping into her own super, super strong intuition. And she was able
to discern which pieces of her business on her massive to do list that she had no idea how to
tackle, she was able to discern the little bits of pieces that needed priority that needed to be
tended to first and it was just so beautiful to witness. So by the end of our sessions, we got
through that like terrible beginning part where we're kind of like, butting up against this, I don't
know, energy, all of this, these walls that we had both constructed, and we toured, or we tore
down those walls, and we instead placed them with containers, pockets of joy in her business.
And I gave her that permission to just like work on one thing. Because just like in a garden,
there's like a million things that we have to do during planting season. But you know, for most
of us, we have the chance to do one thing at a time. And if we can be super strategic, by
listening to the garden to understand that one thing that needs to happen, then we're not
having to make all of the decisions all by ourselves and feel like we're trapped in a bunch of
walls and with making these decisions. So this is just one example of the ways that we're really
able to trust in spirit and harness our intuition and trust in our intuition to get to those places of
I know. So if you feel that you're in this place of just, I don't know, whatever you need to do to
get yourself out of the out of the weeds, and into a place where you have joy to kind of plop
yourself into a new universe and start to talk to your business in a way as if it was a flower or a
seed in your garden. There is so much magic that can happen. Well, there are a lot of things
astrologically I want to share with you today. So I will stop sharing my little anecdotes and
stories. Because this week we have a lot going on. This week again, we have our our first full
moon in cancer. And then we also have Sun conjunct Pluto, we have our lunar nodes changing
axes, the end of Uranus retrograde, at Taurus of 10 degrees and then the sun entering
Aquarius. So just by talking about all of this Uranus energy and Taurus energy and that
Aquarian energy, who I'm just getting a sense of just like revolution and innovation in the way
that we really take care. That's that cancer energy. So let's dive in. Before we go into like the
full business starcast I wanted to focus in on our full moon, our first full moon of 2022. Now you

may recall that Natalie Miller of the mind, Dimitri podcast and myself, co wrote a book, new and
full moon rituals for entrepreneurs and changemakers. And so that book is available there are
25 Total lunations and rituals complete with journaling questions in this book. So this is the
second one of 25 There are 23 more to go so grab your Kindle version, your print version, or
even your PDF version from my website. Go to the savvy luminary.com forward slash Moon
rituals book and find the link that works for you and grab your book so that you can start to co
create in your business with the power of the moon. So full moon in cancer I'm so excited for
this full moon. Because you know full moons are a time of illumination, the moon and the sun
sit across the sky from each other, our creative source and our work and our confidence and
our creative Joy represented by the sun. And our moons needs or emotions are intuition, the
feelings and the emotional security that we need in our lives to do our work. And so at this time
of the full moon, we see things in a new light in a fully expanded perspective, a time for
reflection. As we reflect, we see if it's time to celebrate and take a note of all the things that we
have accomplished. Or if it's time to release and prune back and let go of the things that are
preventing us from celebrating, or is it another of integration and rebalancing. Natalie says that
when we reflect we can do so on a few levels, she says that we can look at what's happened in
the two weeks since the new moon, and the six months since the last new moon in the current
full moon sign. Or we can even look like Celeste of astrology by Celeste. She looks at the moon
cycles in a 29 month cycle where the moon is meeting at a specific degree. And so we can
reflect in so many different ways to integrate how we are thinking and feeling on the inside.
And integrate with that with what actions we are taking and the results that we're getting on
the outside. Now, when we celebrate Natalie says we acknowledge what's working and where
we're growing and how we're expanding how very fortunate we are to have so many resources
and how it's so vital to shine the light of our awareness on what's going on. So that we can
direct and replenish our energy when we celebrate and give gratitude. And then when we
rebalance, Natalie says that we take into account the opposing forces of each full moon that
invites us to consider embodied emotional self and spiritual soul self with these opposing
energies on those the diagonal axes, and the opposing concerns of these two the diagonal
signs. Lastly, when we release during a full moon, we get to let go and break free from
whatever we can now see that is pulling us away from our intentions, or blocking us from our
inner and outer balance. So full moons are just wonderful times for pruning away all that
dissipates our energy and drains our energy so that our intentions can have more energy to
fully blossom. So remember full moons invite us to remember intentions and revisit them in a
full light, full moons eliminate both what's working and what's not working in our work, and give
us the expanded perspective that we need to change it. So it's really important to use the
moon like a clock to remind you to take, you know, to look at everything to take stock of
everything that has happened. Now, when you have your Full Moon Well, I'll be talking about
the cancer full moon, and I'll be talking about how to customize it to your own unique natal
chart. Remember, if the astrology that I'm giving maybe is a little bit over your head for your
kind of astrological level and that's okay, don't let that stop you. Trust your intuition and finding
the right way to harness and reflect using this Full Moon that your intuition guide you when
personalizing any ritual because remember, don't override your intuition. Your intuition is
always communicating with you and showing you the way. So let's talk about this Full Moon at
cancer of 27 degrees and 51 minutes. This happens at exactly January 17. That's Monday at
3:49pm Pacific 6:49pm. Eastern. For those of you in the East Coast. Gosh as the moon rises up
over the horizon it is going to be just showing its full illuminated brightness it will be so
gorgeous. So make sure you get up and look over the eastern horizon sometime after 6:49pm
and watch the Moon the full moon in cancer rise. The full moon in cancer we write in the book
15 is nurturing your whole humaneness. And this Full Moon sits across from Pluto who's at
Capricorn of 27 degrees and it is creating even more intensity. The sun and the Pluto are are at
those late degrees of Capricorn of 27 degrees. Anytime the sun and Pluto are together, it's just

like really intense creativity. You know, my son has a Pluto Saturn conjunction and he is an
intense little guy. When he is happy, he can just like brighten the entire world like room. And
when he is mad, it's just like, Whoa, watch out. Things are like coming out, you got to put my
hard hat on. But you know, it's like my job now to kind of teach him how to manage those
intensities. But if we could like just capture the energy of like my little six year old son whose
name is rocket, kind of appropriate name for a sun Pluto conjunction in Capricorn, this sun
Pluto, this intensity, this intense creativity shining across the sensitive cap of cancer Moon this
moon can be really may be very sensitive. And so if you feel like crying this day, or if your
emotions are on this, like really wide pendulum, just know that this too shall pass. And it's not
about avoiding those, those really wide energies or those intense energies. But it's instead
being with those energies and learning to sit with them not to feel pain or discomfort, but to
start to learn and to be able to dissipate those energies because like I said, at the very
beginning of this episode, there is no running away. There's no avoiding these energies, these
energies will eventually catch up to you. And you don't really want to be caught up by this kind
of Pluto and Saturn in Capricorn energy with this potent full moon. Now I've also this time of
this Full Moon, the full moon will be sex tiling and so sextile is an opportunity. It's an
opportunity with the Gemini North Node at zero degrees. In just a couple of days that north
node is going to be falling back into Taurus. And so at Gemini at zero degrees, there's so much
curiosity where the full moon opposite the moon opposite that Pluto Sun conjunction is really
asking you to make choices to be with that intense energy, all of the highs and lows and how
do you process and how do you contain it in ways that are constructive? That sextile is asking
us to get curious and to use our thoughts and to see what opportunities come from when we
actually spend the time in this fullness of those emotions. And then we have our Mercury
Retrograde which is going to be at Aquarius of nine degrees at that time squaring off with the
Uranus retrograde which is almost ending at that Taurus of 10 degrees. And so the insights that
you're having, revisiting old ideas and old, old like things like ideas that maybe you weren't
ready for, before they cut a revolutionary ideas, I have a sense that some old ideas are going to
be flooding back and you're like, Ah, now I know how to integrate this idea that I had a while
back in a new way in my business. So it's really exciting that we have these kinds of three
different aspects for this powerful full moon. So this first full moon of 2022 just really
illuminates the importance of emotional security. Right? emotional security, you know, is the,
the a necessity, the foundation that allows you to manifest the things that you want in your life
or your business because, you know, running a business is a lot of courageous work. And if your
work is not based in something where you're totally emotionally secure, you're going to be
running away from the things that are a little bit risky, and emotional security. And this kind of
that foundational energy depends on your ability to have been nourished, to have been eating
the right food to be resting to be taking care of where you work and where you live. Now, none
of this is easy in our world, especially where we're still on the brink. But I hope that you've been
learning how to revalue the systems in your life and choosing ways that allow yourself to rest
and restore and sustain because you may love as an entrepreneur and a change maker already
know that we are here to stop working against our natural rhythms. And this Full Moon reminds
you that this work is as personal as as it is political and bucking all of those old systems. The
moon is potent at this last degrees of her home sign of cancer where she is so sensitive, that
her tears of sadness and happiness of joy of angst are her power. The moon opposite the sun
and Pluto and cap in powerful Capricorn get shows us that these are strategic our energies are
strategic our emotions are strategic if we learn how to hear what they have to say. So this
lunation this full moon shows you clearly what you need to change in your own life, your home
in your work so that you are free to honor your whole humaneness. So and our book Natalie
poses a few beautiful journaling questions to tune into your body to ask what your needs need
to be fulfilled. And even more, get a copy of that book and take full advantage of those
questions. Because today, with your full moon declaration, you get to celebrate and commit to

what you want to bring more of into your work. And you get to release what you are no longer
available for because full moons are always working in polarities, they really highlight an axes.
So you might have heard me talking about the different houses and how they form an axes in
your work. And so if you want to customize your full moon, I want to share a few house axes. So
the first one the seventh house, if you have your full moon happening and activating your first
and your seventh house, this is their axes of relationships, the me versus the we. And if this is
you, maybe you might be a cancer or Capricorn rising. Just remember Look at that 27 degrees
of cancer Capricorn and find which houses which sort of houses contain 27 degrees of Cancer
and Capricorn. So if 27 degrees of Cancer and Capricorn are in your first and seventh houses,
again, you might be a cancer of Capricorn rising and you are meant to reflect on your identity
and your relationships are other roles that you've choose based on duty and obligation, or from
responsibility and accountability to self. See how you have or haven't prioritized yourself. Now
if you have your second or eighth house being activated by this 27 degrees of cancer full, full
moon, you might be a Leo or Aquarius rising. And if that's you, you're here to reflect on your
resources that allow you to thrive in your work. Are you being stingy or not spending on the
things that will bring you a return on investment, see how you have or haven't prioritized your
self worth. Now, if you have your third and ninth house being activated by this Full Moon at 27
degrees cancer, you might be a Virgo or Pisces rising. And if this is you, I invite you to reflect on
your understanding and knowing Are you trusting yourself? Or are you overriding your inherent
knowledge that knowledge that already lives within you see how you have or habits prioritize
yourself understanding. Now if you have a fourth house or a 10th house activation with this 27
degrees of cancer full moon you may be a 20 a Libra or an Aries rising and if this is you, I invite
you to reflect on your expertise. Are you seeing yourself as the author of your own story? Are
you misplacing your expertise and others that know nothing about your business? See how you
have or habit prioritize yourself trust if you have that fifth and 11th house being activated by
this 27 degrees cancer full moon you may be a Scorpio or a Taurus rising and if this is you, I
invite you to reflect on your creative, joyful pleasure are you doing in love? Or is your work a
drain? See how you have or habit prioritize your creativity and self love? And lastly, if you have
your sixth house and 12th house being illuminated by this cancer 27 degree full moon, you
might be a Sagittarius or Gemini rising. If this is you reflect on your routines and daily systems.
Are you making space for flexibility and rest? Or are you running yourself ragged? See how you
have or haven't prioritized your self care? Again, you can always look at your chart to see
exactly what is being illuminated for you. If you are an astro nerd and want to dig in deeper,
you can always go and look at your other cardinal signs in Libra as well as Libra and Aries. If
you have any energies around that 27 degrees like natal planets, any of those 27 degrees of
any of the cardinal signs can Capricorn Aries and Libra. Those energies are going to want to say
and your full moon reflections. So let me know what comes out for you. What are you going to
reflect on? What are you going to celebrate? What are you going to release? Head on over to
my free Facebook group, the savvy luminary. Ask your questions and share your reflections
with me. I love when you spark conversations there. I'm always happy to answer your Astro
work questions. Okay, so all that full moon, all that full moon information, let's get into the rest
of the business starcast because the full moon is just one of a bunch of things going on this
week of January 16, through the 22nd. So on Sunday, if you're listening to this on Sunday, the
16th where as this episode drops, today is a powerful day of illumination, a new sense of duty,
we have the sun, making that exact conjunction with Pluto at Capricorn of 26 degrees, even
though that that conjunction will still be in effect for the following full moon. So with the
meeting of the sun and Pluto, this once a year occurrence, and the sun and Pluto facing off with
the moon during that full moon. We have new choices to make new choices to commit to to
decide on when we make a choice and commit to it. This opposition is not necessarily about
integration, but it's committing and like saying goodbye to something else that deciding aspect
of saying goodbye it's killing off something. And so this is a very powerful day to decide what

your new sense of duty and self accountability will be. Sun and Pluto and power in powerful
Capricorn asks us to uncover a new sense of priority and duty and accountability. When paired
with this cancer Moon illumination is more intense, more potent, more pressing, more
determined, more sensitive. The energy of the day is piercing in an emotional way and asking
you not to just commit but to use your emotional needs and security to show you the way to
commit is to make a decision a choice. Choose your emotional needs first and foremost, for the
most potent and impactful sense of accountability and self responsibility. Yes, put your
emotional needs first. This is your new sense of duty of care. As you remember I talked about
that full moon cancer 27 degrees and I hope you're celebrating your self care because of the
time to illuminate and celebrate all the ways you've been nurturing your body and heart or not.
This happens again at exactly 3:48pm Pacific 6:48pm. Eastern, a cancer moon is so potent so
sensitive that we often forget that her tears are her power. I know I mentioned this earlier, but
it takes I'm going to remind you again because this ultimate Soft power is a primal need for
emotional security and nourishment. It's different for each one of us. But what's the same for
all of us is that it's time to prioritize our emotional needs and self care for these are non
negotiables. When you're doing the big things in your business. Celebrate all the ways you've
attended to your emotional needs. Again, remembering that these are necessities, not luxuries
that allow you to shine illuminate all the ways you haven't yet nourish yourself in this way.
release and let go of all the shoulds or cats that tell you that this deep love or self care is waste
of time or money or only for the week. Your rootedness in order to rise in your business is
grounded in your loving self care and emotional safety. Create this for yourself and make space
to create it for others. So on the 18th you have a couple of things going on we have first at
7:25am Pacific 10:25am Eastern Uranus comes to a complete stop and now moves forward
after being in retrograde for the last five six months. And then later on that morning at
10:20am. Pacific early afternoon 1:20am Eastern we have the lunar nodes shifting from that
Gemini Sagittarius axes into the Taurus Scorpio axes after being there for about 19 months and
this Taurus axes you can see that this this Taurus is being activated with Uranus and the North
Node and Uranus in the north node are going to be interacting a lot later on this year. They'll be
going side by side for much of the year starting in the spring. And so Uranus and Taurus you
know Uranus doesn't really like being in Taurus because Uranus This is about moving fast and
changing fast and quick thinking and just kind of quantum leaps, where a Taurus is about
stability and moving slow and like and grounding your feet into this beautiful mother earth. I've
been talking a lot about this Uranus and Taurus. And when it's coming into a station like coming
to a stop before shifting here, because it's such an outer planet, we're not necessarily feeling
this on a personal level, like we are the mercury in the Venus Retrogrades. But at that moment,
that day, a couple of days before and a couple of days after Uranus, these outer planets
stopped because they're like super far out, you can think of like just this ginormous kind of
vessel or like a big tractor trailer truck trying to come to a complete stop. It means like a really
long ramp way to come to a complete stop, it needs it cannot stop on a dime, right? It's just so
big, it's so far out there. So that impact is it's shifting gears and coming to a stop, there's a long
ramp wave and its own, it's normally at the times of where it's coming to a complete stop to
change directions that we can kind of feel the intensity. Well as Uranus is coming to a complete
stop squaring off with mercury retrograde. And so earlier when I was talking about that full
moon and I was saying, hey, there's going to be some kind of illumination. Well, you got it.
There's some old ideas that you had about starting something before maybe you weren't ready
for it, or maybe you didn't believe about it, or maybe didn't have the right technology or the
right tools for there's something there that is going to you're going to have another new
understanding a new perspective about something that you can innovate or awaken in your
business. When I say innovate, it doesn't always mean some like newfangled thing, it's
meaning that you're having just this new insight it could be an old fangled thing that you're
finding a new use for remember what that Uranus it's not always something that's like brand

spanking new. It can also be returning to something that you just completely forgot about or
didn't know how to use. So I suspect something like that will come up for you during this
Uranus retrograde that end of the Uranus retrograde as it stations and moves Direct. Ah. So
later that morning, the nodes change this happens exactly at again 10:20am Pacific 1:20pm
Eastern, where the theme for the nodes shifting into Taurus and Scorpio. Remember the nodes
just they when they travel there their calculations and they're moving backwards on the chart.
So Gemini back to Taurus for the North Node, where our theme for the next 19 months. Well
the nodes are in this axes is about collective peace and intimacy and trust, collective peace
and intimacy. Wow, what can we accomplish when we really get to the collective peaceful trust.
The low the lunar nodes, also known as the nodes are calculated points on the ecliptic, where
the sun and moon meet. Now the new moon and full moons that meet within a few degrees of
the nodes create eclipses. So the closer to the nose, the more exact the Eclipse. Now, the
nodes again they move in reverse and they change science every 19 months and are going to
be made into Tor in the Taurus and Scorpio axes until July 23. When then they move into the
Aries and Libra. But while that these north and south nodes are moving into Taurus and
Scorpio, North Node symbol and a collective, the North Node symbolizes our collective need to
focus on our physical resources on our Mother Earth, on stability, food and housing and the
environment. That's Taurus, where the south node is about our past patterns and things that
we need to let go and not get stuck in anymore. That's Scorpio. So Scorpio is about not getting
stuck in distrust in manipulation in secrecy. So we're going to be seeing a lot of things being
revealed as we are letting go. And I'm super excited about this change. So when the month
when the last 19 months when the nodes were in Sagittarius and Gemini along the education
and information axes, this really brought to light issues around misinformation, social justice,
right. And so hopefully, this is really going to change that we can really bring into focus the
physical resources, environment, uncovering secrets, letting go of debts and liabilities, more
you can actually see it's already happening. There's this huge I can't remember the exact
company it is but they held like billions of dollars of student loan debt, and they forgave it.
Wow. All those people who are now free from their student loan debt that might be decades
old. Imagine the ripple effect that that's going to have on a global a global scale. Cannot wait.
So I'll be talking way more about the North Node and your rawness as we come forth because
there's so many things going on, then that's kind of adding to the theme of our spiritual year
this year. All right, what else is going on? Oh, yes, we have still one more big event. We have
the sun entering Aquarius by Capricorn season. So January 19, Sun enters Aquarius at exactly
6:39pm Pacific 9:39pm. Eastern. It's my season, my solar return season I am an Aquarius. So
it's time to renew our social values for an equitable future. Thank goodness we have that
Mercury Retrograde because that's what we've been rethinking. So what change do you want
to be in your community and society and Aquarius season, it's time to create the future. Now.
It's time to renew your your vision, your philosophy of the future and share that with your
larger communities. Your people connect to you when you share your unique social values, and
the future that you see that you want to create. Do not underestimate the power of a shared
dream of humanity. Both Mercury and Venus still in retrograde. So you've already had much
rethinking and revaluing, now it's time to craft your movement. During the season. May we all
choose hope, change, equity, social impact social justice in our businesses, for all the Aquarian
luminaries like me, the most free an innovative solar return seasons to you. Alright, that turns
out to be a longer episode than I anticipated, but I know you probably got a lot of value out of
it. So again, please head on over to my free Facebook group join in the conversation at the
savvy luminary on Facebook. One day I'll change but for now, that's just where we're going to
be at the moment. And if you love this podcast, do a woman a big favor. Share this with your
business bestie and let her know how she needs to also be working with the full moon in her
business not just as a hobby on the side to like call in another boyfriend or girlfriend or partner
romantic partner whatever. And make sure you head on over to Apple iTunes please leave me

a loving review. All right until soon. If you love this podcast please consider doing me a favor
and heading over to Apple iTunes and leaving me a rating and review. Your rating and review
helps this humble podcast get seen and found by more listeners like you. Please share the love

